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Abstract
Anderson-Hynes dismembered ureteropyeloplasty has been the gold standard surgical treatment for ureteropelvic junction obstruction (UPJO) caused either by crossing renal vessel or by a stenotic junction in children. Nowadays it is still discussed which could be the best surgical approach. All the techniques actually used have the goal to improve functional outcome and to reach better results in terms of reducing traumatic damage, postoperative pain and therefore reduction of hospitalization. We are presenting our experience in the treatment of UPJO by open dismembered pyeloplasty with a minimal invasive approach using the Alexis® (Applied Medical, Rancho Santa Margherita, CA) autostatic wound retractor.
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1. Introduction
Anderson-Hynes pyeloplasty has been the gold standard in the treatment of pyeloureteral obstruction caused either by stenotic junction or extrinsic obstruction due to crossing renal vessels. Through the years many approaches have been developed to reach the kidney and to have the better operating field possible. Subcostal flank incision with or without muscle sparing or posterior lombotomy are the most used approaches to perform this kind of surgery. In the last decade laparoscopic and retroperitoneoscopic pyeloplasty has reached popularity because of the minimal invasiveness and the surgical benefits over the open techniques [1] [2] even if in
the pediatric population these benefits have yet to be completely proven. Lately a minimally invasive open pye-
loplasty without the use of autostatic retractors has also been described [3]. We are describing our approach to
the kidney using the Alexis® autostatic retractor to perform the pyeloplasty.

2. Materials and Methods

We made a retrospective review of the experience in our Unit from January 2009 until August 2015.
All the patients were sent to our attention by pediatricians or pediatric nephrologists of our region.
The most important reasons were urinary tract infections (UTI), pre or postnatal ultrasonographic diagnosis of
calico-pyelic dilation, flank pain—especially in older children—or casual finding of hydronephrosis during ul-
trasound scans performed for other problems.
All the patients were evaluated preoperatively with ultrasound renal scan and nucleotide renal scan (mercap-
toacetyltriglycine—MAG3 TC99M) with furosemide washout to assess the degree of obstruction.
In some cases we performed a functional renal magnetic resonance (URO-MRI) instead of the MAG3.
The patients were placed under general anesthesia in a modified flank position, with a slight degree of flexion.
A Foley catheter was placed in the bladder. As shown in Figure 1 after the minimal flank incision on the pro-
longation of the 11th or 12ve rib a muscle sparing divarication was performed.
The Gerota’s fascia was then opened and at this point the Alexis® autostatic retractor was positioned in place
squeezing the inferior ring and inserting it inside the fascia. Once introduced it returns to its original round
shape.
This retractor has several features including:
• protecting the skin margin from trauma and contamination,
• retracting the incision through a distributed 360˚ round traction on the margins, widening the surgical field,
• squeezing the tissutal layers reducing the field depth.
It consists of a round wound retractor, originally designed for abdominal surgery, made of a cylindrical mem-
brane sheath that has two rings (upper and lower) attached to each open end (Figure 2).

![Figure 1. A minimal surgical incision (in this case about 14 mm) on the prolongation of the 11th/12th rib.](image1)

![Figure 2. Alexis® autostatic wound retractor (XS size).](image2)
Once introduced inside the Gerota’s fascia the superior ring is rolled up on itself—like a shirt sleeve (Figure 3)—and a circumferential atraumatic traction is performed widening the operating field and protecting the borders of the surgical wound from contamination or electric and traumatic damages [4] [5] (Figure 4, Figure 5). We usually apply the XS size for all the procedures.

Traditional Anderson-Hynes dismembered ureteropyeloplasty is then performed using 6/0 vicryl interrupted suture under 2.5 extended field magnification and an Urosoft® stent or a double J stent is positioned inside the pelvis and the ureter through the sutured anastomosis. In the first 27 cases we also used a Penrose drain that was not positioned in the following ones.

Figure 3. The autostatic retractor in place, being rolled up.

Figure 4. The evenly distribution of the retraction. The arrows show the circumferential distributed force of the traction.

Figure 5. The surgical field with the dilated renal pelvis.
Figure 6. Surgical incision with the blu-stent in place.

The stent (“blue stent” Angiomed Urosoft®, Bard, UK) [6] is positioned transanastomotically with the straight limb brought through a lower calix of the kidney and then outside throughout the skin, away from the wound (Figure 6), while the other limb is placed directly into the bladder or, in some cases, the pig-tail is cut and positioned in the ureter. The intermediate pig-tail is kept into the renal pelvis.

The stent is managed postoperatively with the double diapers system or in older children using a uro-bag.

A Foley catheter is left in the bladder for a few hours after surgery.

Antimicrobial prophilaxis is started the day of surgery and continued on half dose until the removal of the stent.

All patients were managed using fast-track surgery:
- minimally invasive surgery
- optimal postoperative pain control (NRS and/or FLACC pain scale)
- early enteral nutrition (drinking starts around two hours after surgery and eating after three hours) and therefore
- faster recovery with earlier discharge [7] [8]

The blue stent is removed 7 to 10 days after operation on an outpatient basis while the double J is removed approximately four weeks from surgery in the operating room.

In our study we evaluated the length of surgical incision, the operative time and the surgical success (conserved or improved renal function and improvement of pelvic dilation).

3. Results

From January 2009 until August 2015 53 children (39 males and 14 females) were treated for documented UPJO in our Unit. The age at operation ranged from 4 months to 12.3 years (mean age 3.4 years).

35 patients had a left hydronephrosis while 18 had a right one. One was bilateral and one patient had associated an anorectal malformation.

No complication related to pyeloplasty were seen postoperatively but one patient had a urinary tract infection (UTI) and in one case the stent was removed a week later because of the accidental suturing of the stent itself with a subcutaneous stitch.

Operative time ranged from 70 to 140 minutes (mean 108.8 minutes). Length of incision varied from 14 mm to 27 mm (mean length 18.2 mm). In all cases we observed an improvement of both the renal function and the pelvic dilation at follow up (improvement of the grade of hydronephrosis and same or better renal function compared to preoperative ones): ultrasound performed at three months from operation and MAG3 nucleotide renal scan at 12 to 18 months.

All patients were discharged within 48 hours following operation. Cosmetic results were in all cases excellent (Figure 7, Figure 8).
4. Discussion

In the era of minimally invasive surgery there is still a debate regarding the best surgical approach. Subcostal flank incision with or without muscle sparing or posterior lombotomy have been the most used approaches to perform this kind of surgery.

The Laparoscopic (LPSc), Retroperitoneoscopic Pyeloplasty (RPSc) and One-Trocar Assisted Pyeloplasty (OTAP) have emerged with good results.

These minimally invasive approaches—compared to open access ones—have many advantages such as reduced postoperative pain and discomfort, low morbidity, minimal incision, less blood loss, short hospitalization and rapid recovery [9].

Wu Y et al. in a recent meta-analysis, showed that there are no differences between the laparoscopic and retroperitoneoscopic technique in terms of success and complication rate, although the transperitoneal approach provides a shorter operative time and lower conversion rate [10]. It is also starting to show up the use of robotic-assisted procedures [11]-[13] which at the moment is burdened by very high costs, long learning curve and longer time of execution.

However, there is still some controversy concerning the use of these techniques.

The retroperitoneal approach allows a direct access to the kidney avoiding the colon mobilization needed in transperitoneal approach. On the other hand it also has several disadvantages: limited working space and limited area for port placement, advanced laparoscopic skills for meticulous pelvi-ureteric anastomosis. Operative time is still long, even after the learning curve.

In small children with massive pelvi-calyceal dilation, the retroperitoneoscopic approach can be difficult with the risk of pelvic perforation when introducing the trocars and finally in small patients retroperitoneal space is limited making retroperitoneal suturing particularly challenging [14]-[16].

One trocar assisted pyeloplasty (OTAP) has further advantages: the UPJO is approached and is exteriorized from the retroperitoneal space using only one port. The pelvis and the UPJ are mobilized at the skin level allowing to perform the pyeloureteroplasty under direct vision in an open fashion with minimal scars and minimal
learning curve [17].
At the same time it maintains the advantages of minimally invasive approach: less morbidity, short postoperative recovery, less pain and better cosmetic outcome.
Nevertheless—in our opinion—it also presents some meaningful disadvantages. This technique is of difficult application in case of crossing vessels and intrarotation of the kidney. The mobilization of UPJ at the skin level may cause twisting of the pelvis [9] [17] [18].
Another limitation is mainly related to the thickness of the abdominal wall: it is not suitable for adolescents or obese patients because it is difficult to externalize the pelvis and it requires an enlargement of the surgical incision or a challenging stretching not feasible with traditional retractors.
In our approach the use of such a device as the Alexis® retractor allows to perform an open pyeloplasty with a very small incision (14 - 27 mm).
This retractor protects the skin margin from trauma and contamination, retracts the incision through a distributed 360° round traction on the margins, widening the surgical field and squeezes the tissutal layers reducing the field depth.
The minimally skin incision with muscle sparing reduces the post-operative pain permitting a short hospital stay and an excellent result (Figure 8).
The use of the Alexis® retractor allows to perform a pyeloplasty with all the advantages of minimally invasive surgery using open traditional technique.
Compared to other kind of retractors, like the baby-Balfour with three blades that we used before, the main advantages of the Alexis are the following:
• smaller incision: due to the flexibility of Alexis it can be placed in very small incisions
• evenly distributed traction (Figure 4): having three blades the baby-Balfour gives a triangular shaped field with worse visibility and with the traction exerted mostly on the 3 vertex giving a worse postoperative pain
• better surgical field: as we already said an evenly distributed traction with the addiction of the gentle squeezing of the tissutal layers gives a better and wider exposure of the surgical field (Figure 4, Figure 5)
• protection of surgical margins
• possibility of moving the surgical field applying a gentle traction on the superior ring

5. Conclusion
In conclusion we believe that the round traction assisted pyeloplasty could be a good alternative to retroperitoneoscopic or laparoscopic procedures combining the advantages of open pyeloplasty with the advantages of minimally invasive surgery, avoiding at the same time the disadvantages of other techniques: longer learning curve and higher difficulty in managing anatomical anomalies (intra or extrarotation of the kidney; crossing renal vessels; etc.) [3] [9] [11] [12].
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